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Off-Grid Aware Channel and Covariance
Estimation in mmWave Networks
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Abstract— The spectrum scarcity at sub-6 GHz spectrum has
made millimeter-wave (mmWave) frequency band a key compo-
nent of the next-generation wireless networks. While mmWave
spectrum offers extremely large transmission bandwidths to
accommodate ever-increasing data rates, unique characteristics
of this new spectrum need special consideration to achieve the
promised network throughput. In this work, we consider the
off-grid targets (basis mismatch) problem for mmWave commu-
nications. The off-grid effect naturally appears in compressed
sensing (CS) techniques adopting a discretization approach for
representing the angular domain. This approach yields a finite
set of discrete angle points, which are an approximation to the
continuous angular space, and hence degrade the accuracy of
related parameter estimation. In order to cope with the off-grid
effect, we present a novel parameter-perturbation framework to
efficiently estimate the channel and the covariance for mmWave
networks. The proposed algorithms employ a smart perturbation
mechanism in conjunction with a low-complexity greedy frame-
work of simultaneous orthogonal matching pursuit (SOMP), and
jointly solve for the off-grid parameters and weights. Numerical
results show a significant performance improvement through our
novel framework as a result of handling the off-grid effects, which
is totally ignored in the conventional sparse mmWave channel or
covariance estimation algorithms.

Index Terms— 5G, basis mismatch, channel estimation,
compressed sensing, covariance estimation, MIMO, off-grid,
parameter perturbed, sparse channel estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

ONE of the most promising aspects of next generation
wireless networks is the use of high-frequency large-

bandwidth signals in the millimeter-wave (mmWave) fre-
quency bands. The small wavelengths at these frequencies
enable the use of a large number of antennas (dozens to hun-
dreds) within a small physical area. This helps to compensate
for the high path losses, making the multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) a quintessential technology at mmWave bands
[1], [2]. As a consequence, MIMO technology has a great
potential in mmWave networks to deliver higher data rates,
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higher spectral efficiency, and lower latency, highly exceed-
ing what is possible with the traditional cellular networks
operating at sub-6 GHz bands.

In the conventional MIMO architecture, use of large number
of antennas results in high cost and high power consumption
which makes it difficult to assign a distinct radio-frequency
(RF) chain per antenna. To curtail these issues, hybrid
analog/digital beamforming (HADB) architecture is typically
adapted at the mmWave bands [3], [4]. In HADB architecture,
the MIMO processing is split between the analog RF and dig-
ital baseband (BB) domains to reduce the number of required
transceivers. One of the critical challenges with this architec-
ture is to effectively configure the analog precoding stages.

In most of the prior work, the problem of configuring the
analog precoder is accomplished assuming the availability of
full channel state information (CSI) at the transmitter which
is difficult to achieve even for a time division duplexing
network. As a promising alternative to full CSI, a spatial
covariance matrix based method has recently been proposed
to update the analog RF precoders [5]–[7]. Further, the low
dimensional measurements due to the limited RF chains makes
it difficult to obtain the accurate channel and spatial covari-
ance estimates, which has a significant impact on the basic
network functionalities involving beam alignment [8] and
tracking [9]. To overcome these challenges, algorithms based
on compressed sensing (CS) [8]–[11] have been proposed.
However, these algorithms ignore the off-grid effects which
is prevalent in the CS schemes [12], [13].

In this work, we consider the off-grid problem for mmWave
communications and propose two novel parameter perturbed
algorithms for the off grid channel and spatial covariance esti-
mation problems, respectively. Specifically, our contributions
in this paper are the following:

• Off-Grid Aware Channel Estimation: Motivated by the
spirit behind [14], [15] which focuses on the single
measurement vector (SMV) setup, we extend the para-
meter perturbed orthogonal matching pursuit (PPOMP)
based channel estimation to the multiple measurement
vector (MMV) setup. The peculiarity of this work
is the MMV case which is aided by the simultane-
ous OMP (SOMP) framework, and the inclusion of
the non-apparent non-uniform sampling of the physical
domain discussed in Section IV-A. The SMV framework
[15] can be considered as a special case of the MMV
framework presented in this work.

• Off-Grid Aware Covariance Estimation: To the best of
authors’ knowledge this paper presents the first off-grid
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aware explicit covariance estimation method for mmWave
MIMO networks.1 More specifically, the algorithm is
designed for both the uniform/non-uniform sampling
schemes employed in the discretization procedure and
exploits the inherent Hermitian property of the covari-
ance matrix. This single step of directly recovering
the second-order statistics from the compressed samples
allows for better exploitation of the statistical structure.
On the other hand, the former approach incurs more
computational complexity and limits the compression
ratio (See [17] for more details.

The proposed algorithms evade the issue arising from the
basis mismatch problems by operating on the continuum
angle-of-arrival (AoA) and angle-of-departure (AoD) space
using the mechanism of the controlled perturbation in conjunc-
tion with a modified SOMP framework. The SOMP framework
helps to preserve the low computational complexity which
is inherent for a greedy solver. The key in the designed
parameter-perturbed framework is to preserve the sub-optimal
greedy projection step of the SOMP algorithm and then invoke
controlled perturbation mechanism on the selected columns
from the projection step. This procedure allows one to combat
the off-grid effects after the projection step and before the
update of the residual terms which is the central innovation
behind both the developed parameter perturbed algorithms.
We present the rationale behind this central innovation and
validate the superiority of the proposed methods by numerical
simulations.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II presents a brief literature review on spatial covari-
ance based hybrid precoding and off-grid effects in the
CS schemes. Section III presents the time-varying sys-
tem/channel model followed by the uniform/non-uniform sam-
pling schemes for the discretization procedure and problem
formulation in Section IV. In Section V, we present the
parameter perturbed framework for the channel estimation
problem which uses controlled perturbation mechanism in
conjunction with the SOMP framework. We then extend this
framework to the covariance estimation problem in Section VI.
In Section VII, we validate the efficacy of our proposed
algorithms using computer simulations, and finally, we provide
concluding remarks in Section VIII.

Notation: Vectors and matrices are represented by
lower-case (e.g., a) and upper-case boldface (e.g., A) let-
ters, respectively. Every vector is considered as a column
vector. The transpose, conjugate, conjugate transpose, and
pseudo-inverse of a matrix A are denoted by AT, AH, A∗, and
A†, respectively. E(·) and Tr(·) are the expectation and Trace
operator, respectively. For an integer K , we use the shorthand
notation [K] for the set of non-negative integers {1, 2, . . . , K}.
The support of a vector x ∈ CN is the index set of non-zero
entries of x, i.e., supp(x) = {j ∈ [N ] : xj �= 0}. The vector x
is called k-sparse if at most k of its entries are non-zero. For
M × N matrix A and P × Q matrix B, A

⊗
B denotes the

1A special case of this algorithm is accepted to appear in the Asilomar
Conference, Nov. 2019 [16].

MP × NQ matrix of Kronecker product. A
(K)⊙

B =
[A1

⊗
B1 . . . AK

⊗
BK] denotes the generalized Khatri-Rao

product with respect to K partitions where A = [A1 . . . AK]
and B = [B1 . . . BK]. We use ∼ notation to denote “is
distributed as”. Finally, the IN denote the identity matrix of
size N × N .

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Spatial Covariance Based Hybrid Precoding
and Related Work

The spatial covariance exploits the relatively stationary
long-term statistics of the propagation channel, and it can
be leveraged for precoder design in mmWave networks
[5]–[7], [18], [19]. The rationale behind the use of spa-
tial covariance matrix are two-fold. Firstly, in many cases,
the angular coherence time (several seconds or more) is much
longer than the channel coherence time (several milliseconds)
[18], [20]. As a result, the angular and average power features
of the channel can be assumed to be time-invariant, resulting
in the spatial covariance matrix to be constant across many
channel coherence intervals. Secondly, the spatial covariance
matrix is frequency invariant, due to the significant angular
congruence across the frequency bands [21], [22], which is
important for a wideband system where a common analog
precoder can be shared across different sub-carriers. These
reasons make the spatial covariance based precoding partic-
ularly attractive: once the RF beamformer is designed based
on the channel covariance, it need not be updated every time
instant. We would like to refer the reader to the works [5]–[7],
[18] for a comprehensive discussion on the spatial covariance
estimation for mmWave HADB MIMO architectures.

Estimating the covariance is complicated due to the fact that
only the signals pre-combined by the analog precombiner are
available at the baseband. Based on the way the covariance
matrix is estimated, it can be broadly categorized into two
methods: 1) covariance estimation via the channel estimation
framework which we will refer as the indirect method, and
2) explicit covariance estimation which we will refer as
the direct method hereafter. The central idea in the indirect
approach is to solve for the channel estimates for every
successive snapshot and use these estimates to calculate the
covariance matrix. Upon obtaining the channel estimates for
every snapshot, the covariance calculation is relatively straight-
forward. However, in cases when the channel estimates are not
required, then one can explicitly operate on the covariance of
measurements directly to estimate the covariance matrix which
is central to the latter approach. Both the channel estimation
and the covariance estimation problems can be posed as a
compressed sensing (CS) problem leveraging the sparse nature
of mmWave channels [15], [22]–[25].

In the literature, several CS approaches have been utilized
to estimate the channel and the spatial covariance. For the
indirect approach, the channel estimates can be obtained using
the SMV CS techniques such as [15], [24]. However, these
SMV techniques fail to exploit the common support of the
channel estimates across different snapshots. The common
support across multiple snapshots is due to the invariant
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angular domain features across multiple snapshots which is
central to the use of spatial covariance matrix. The MMV
techniques can exploit this common support structure [26];
however, most of the MMV techniques are designed with
sensing matrix fixed over all the snapshots making it inefficient
for time-varying sensing matrices.Other non-CS strategies
such as [27], [28] can also be adopted for the high-resolution
channel estimation; However, these methods fail to exploit
the sparse nature of the channel. Wang et al. [27] propose a
high-resolution parameter estimation of the channel based on
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). To reduce the global
search, they use correlation-based peak detection to accurately
initialize the parameters for a local optimization algorithm
which improves the estimation performance of the MLE and
also reduces the overall run time. Salmi et al. [28] detect
and track parameters of a channel in a sequential fashion
using a state-space approach. In principle, they utilize a suc-
cessive path cancellation (detect-estimate-cancel) mechanism.
Our idea is similar in nature, however, we perturb all grid
points jointly rather than doing one at a time reducing the
off-grid effect from one to others for the CS scheme.

The statistical problem of covariance estimation can be
approached by explicitly estimating the covariance using the
measurement covariance space. Strategies such as MUSIC
[29] and ESPRIT [30] algorithms can be adopted but these
methods fail to leverage the channel sparsity. Recently, a CS
MMV based covariance estimation for the time-varying sens-
ing matrices has been proposed in [25] and a tensor-based
decomposition approach has been proposed in [31]. Further
CS algorithms for the direct approach of spatial covariance
estimation can be found in [7], [22], [25], [31], [32]

B. Off-Grid Effects and Related Work

The CS-based methods discussed in Section II are based
on the concept of virtual channel models [33], which provide
a virtual angular representation of MIMO channels employ-
ing a discretization procedure. The discretization procedure
results in an exact sparse representation of the virtual channel
model only when the true AoA and AoD lies on one of
the pre-defined set of spatial angles employed during the
discretization. However, the true AoA-AoD lies in the con-
tinuous space and may not fall exactly onto one of the finite
pre-defined spatial angles. In fact, for the discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) basis defined by the virtual channel model,
a continuous AoA-AoD parameter lying between two suc-
cessive DFT grid cells will affect not the only the closest
two cells, but the whole grid with amplitude decaying with
1/NAoANAoD due to the Dirichlet kernel [14], [34], where
NAoA and NAoD are the number of grid points in the AoA
and AoD grid, respectively. This off-grid phenomena violates
the sparsity assumption, resulting in a decrease in recon-
struction performance. As a result, the estimation accuracy
of the CS based methods is limited by the number of grid
points [12]–[14], [34].

A natural approach to the problem of off-grid/basis mis-
match is to increase the number of grid points corresponding to
decrease in grid sizes. However, this is an inefficient approach
due to the following two main problems: Firstly, it increases

the mutual coherence of the dictionary, violating the restricted
isometric property [35], which makes it more difficult to recon-
struct using standard compressed sensing analyses. Further,
it also increases the dimension of the dictionary and the
sparse vector to be recovered, resulting in higher memory
and computational complexity in reconstruction. More details
on the basis mismatch/off grid effects can be found in the
seminal paper [12] and further discussion in [13], [14], [36]
with a focus on applications such as beamforming, radars, and
image reconstruction.

An alternative is to tackle the off-grid effects upfront
without increasing the grid size. For example, in the context
of channel estimation, Marzi et al. [37] provide detection
and refinement based off-grid method, while Tang et al.
[38] provide improved off-grid sparse Bayesian algorithm for
the channel estimation framework. Further, the grid-matching
problem based on solving an optimization problem can be
found in [39], [40]. A grid-less CS technique is developed via
atomic norm minimization in the form of semi-definite pro-
gramming by Wang et al. [41]. Although these problems tackle
the off-grid issues, the computational complexity of these
methods are significantly high. In previous work, Gurbuz et al.
[15] provide a controlled perturbation mechanism for spatial
angular parameters based on OMP. However, the approach
in [15] is tailored only for the SMV setup, with the immediate
application to the MMV setup with non-uniform sampling
scheme being non-trivial. Moreover, the application of these
off-grid methods to the covariance estimation problem is not
straight forward. To the best of our knowledge, there is no
work which investigates the off-grid effects or provide an
off-grid based solution explicitly for the covariance estimation
problem. This motivates the development and analysis of
robust low-complexity channel and covariance estimation tech-
niques for the MMV setup with emphasis on basis mismatch
effects.

III. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODEL

A. System Model

Consider a HADB mmWave MIMO network comprised
of a base station (BS) communicating with a generic user
equipment (UE), both equipped with a uniform linear array
(ULA). We assume the BS is equipped with M antennas,
MRF RF chains, and MDS data streams. Similarly, the UE is
assumed to be equipped with N antennas, NRF RF chains, and
NDS data streams to guarantee multi-stream data transmission.
Typically, it is assumed that MDS ≤ MRF ≤ M and NDS ≤
NRF ≤ N , where MDS = NDS ≤ min{MRF, NRF}. This
is visualized in Fig. 1. For the system and channel model,
we follow the model adopted by [25] which we refer to as
“time-varying sensing matrix for the time varying channel”
model. The time-varying sensing matrix model is detailed up
next, while the time-varying channel model will be discussed
further in Section III-B.

During the training period, at frame t each symbol s is
transmitted in individual succession through its dedicated RF
chain resulting in a total of MRF consecutive training symbols
from the BS per frame. During these MRF successive symbols
transmission the channel Ht is assumed to be invariant,
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of a mmWave HADB MIMO system.

implying the channel Ht,s = Ht, ∀s ∈ [MRF] will be constant
across all the symbols s for frame t. However, the channel
Ht can change across the frames. More details on the channel
model is presented in Section III-B. For every symbol s at
frame t, the transmitter uses pilot beam patterns through one
of its dedicated RF chain denoted by the precoder operation
as {ft,s ∈ CM×1; ||ft,s||22 = 1, ∀t ∈ [T ], ∀s ∈ [MRF]},
where T is the total number of snapshots. The receiver can
use NRF beam pattern simultaneously denoted by the com-
biner operation denoted as {Wt,s = [wt,s,1, . . . ,wt,s,NRF ] ∈
CN×NRF ; ||wt,s,i||2 = 1, ∀t ∈ [T ], ∀s ∈ [MRF], ∀i ∈ [NRF]}.
With this notation, the received signal at the baseband during
the symbol s at frame t is given by

yt,s = WH
t,sHtft,s + WH

t,snt,s, t ∈ [T ], s ∈ [MRF], (1)

where Ht ∈ CN×M represents the time-varying channel
matrix from the BS to UE. nt,s ∈ CN×1 denotes the noise
vector at the UE which is assumed to be a circularly symmetric
i.i.d Gaussian distributed, nt,s ∼ CN (0, σ2

nIN ), where σ2
n is

the noise variance. The transmitted pilot symbol is known
at the BS and thereby omitted. The precoder and combiner
operation are denoted by ft,s and Wt,s, respectively, which
can be chosen to be either static or dynamic across different
symbols s for each frame t.

For the static case, the precoder is given as ft,s = ft, ∀s ∈
[MRF], which implies that the same precoder ft is used for
all the symbols s ∈ [MRF] throughout the frame t. On the
other hand, for the dynamic case, however, the precoder
changes for every symbol s in the frame t. Similarly, this
is applicable for the combiner operation resulting in a total
of four different combinations for the choice of precoder and
combiner matrices. The work [25] established that the use of
time-varying analog precoding/combining matrix across the
symbols at each frame provides larger gain over fixed pre-
coding/combining methods and increases the recovery success
probability. We would like to refer the reader to the work
[25] for a comprehensive discussion on the four different
possibilities. Thus, throughout this work we assume both the
precoder and combiner is time-varying for all the symbols at
each frame and we restrict our discussion only to the dynamic
case hereafter.

With the above setting, the received signal yt,s ∈ CNRF×1

in (1) can be stacked together in rows, [yT
t,1, . . . ,y

T
t,s]T, ∀s ∈

[MRF], t ∈ [T ], which we denote as ỹt,agg. The row-wise stack
yields a MRFNRF × 1 vector per frame and is mathematically

represented as

ỹt,agg=

⎛
⎝F̃t,agg

(MRF)⊙
W̃T

t,agg

⎞
⎠

T

vec(Ht)+WH
t,aggnt,agg, t ∈ [T ],

(2)

where W̃t,agg = [WT
1,1,W

T
1,2 . . . ,WT

t,s]
T, and F̃t,agg =

[ft,1, . . . , ft,s]; ∀s ∈ [MRF] are the aggregated version

of the combiner, and precoder respectively. The
(MRF)⊙

denotes the generalized Khatri-Rao product with respect
to MRF partitions, while ht = vec(Ht) ∈ CNM×1 is
the vectorized form of the channel matrix Ht. Hereafter,

Φt,agg =

(
F̃t,agg

(MRF)⊙
W̃T

t,agg

)T

and ñt,agg = WH
t,aggnt,agg,

then the resulting signal in (2) can be rewritten as

ỹt,agg = Φt,agght + ñt,agg, ∀t ∈ [T ]. (3)

B. Channel Model

The mmWave channels can be well approximated by the
geometric channel models [18], [23], [42] which captures
the natural spatial channel sparsity. In [18], [42] it is shown
that, even in highly non-line-of-sight (NLOS) environments,
the communication between the BS and a UE potentially
happens with multiple spatial clusters. Following the model in
[23], we assume the channel to be composed of K spatial path
clusters with each cluster containing L macro-level scattering
multi-path components (MPCs) [43]. Note that K and L
may each be time-varying due to mobility of the UE and
the surrounding scatterers [21], [42]. However, for simplicity,
we assume K and L to be fixed at least for the duration of
the covariance estimation. Here on, we use the short notation
of KL to represent a total of KL MPCs.

Further, at mmWave bands, the coherence time of
time-varying fading coefficients is much shorter than that
of angular coherence time (the time scale over which the
angular profile changes significantly) implying the significant
time-variations of the channel coefficients even in moderate
mobility [20]. Typically, the angular coherence time takes
several seconds or more to change significantly relative to the
coherence time which is on the order of several milliseconds.
As a result, the spatial features of the channel can be assumed
to be time-invariant or locally constant (or very slowly time-
varying) and small-scale fading coefficients (complex path
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gains) are assumed to be varying much faster. This model
is widely used in the literature and confirmed by several
channel measurements and sounders [8], [20], [25]. Under
the stated assumptions, the double directional time-varying
channel matrix Ht at time frame t can be expressed as

Ht =
1
β

K∑
k=1

L∑
l=1

αk,l,taUE(θrx
k,l)aBS(θtx

k,l)
H, (4)

where K denotes the number of clusters/scatterers, L denotes
the number of MPCs from each cluster, β is the average
path loss, αk,l,t denotes the small scale fading time-varying
complex gain of the lth MPC in the kth cluster during time
frame t ∈ [T ] where T is the total number of time frames
(snapshots), while θrx

k,l ∈ [0, π) and θtx
k,l ∈ [0, π) denote the

azimuthal AoA and AoD of the lth MPC in the kth cluster,
respectively. Unlike αk,l,t, the AoA θrx

k,l and the AoD θtx
k,l

for all the MPCs are assumed to be constant across the
T snapshots.

The complex gain αk,l,t are modeled as the i.i.d ran-
dom variable with the complex Gaussian distribution, αk,l,t.
Further, the AoA is expressed as θrx

k,l = θrx
k + ζl, where

θrx
k is distributed uniformly over [0, π) and ζl follows a

Laplacian distribution L(0, σAoA
AS ) with the zero mean and

scaling parameter of σAoA
AS , where σAoA

AS is the AoA angular
spread. Likewise, σAoD

AS is the AoD angular spread.
The terms aBS(θtx) and aUE(θrx) in (4) are the normalized

array response to an MPC coming from the angles θtx and θrx

with respect to (w.r.t) the BS and UE ULA, respectively. The
normalized ULA responses at the BS and UE are expressed as

[aBS(θtx)]m =
1√
M

ej 2π
λ dBS(m−1) cos(θtx), ∀m ∈ [M ],

[aUE(θrx)]n =
1√
N

ej 2π
λ dUE(n−1) cos(θrx), ∀n ∈ [N ], (5)

where dBS and dUE are the inter-element spacing in the BS and
UE ULA, respectively. We assume dBS = dUE = λ

2 , where λ
is the carrier wavelength.

IV. SPARSE REPRESENTATION AND OFF-GRID EFFECTS

Due to the sparse nature of the spatial channels, researchers
often approach the problem of both channel estimation and
covariance estimation as a sparse recovery problem and solve
using the CS schemes. These CS-based methods are based
on the concept of virtual channel models [33], which pro-
vide a virtual angular representation of MIMO channels as
discussed next.

A. Virtual Channel: Sparse Representation of the Channel

In order to apply the CS schemes, researchers typically
adopt a discretization (or gridding) procedure which reduces
the continuous parameter space, continuum AoA-AoD tuple
(θrx, θtx) in the interval ([0, π) × [0, π)), into a set of finite
grid points. To denote it mathematically, we consider Θrx and
Θtx as the set containing the GUE and GBS finite discretized
grid points in the AoA and AoD domains, respectively. These
discretized grid points are chosen such that they satisfy certain
properties based on the scheme adapted. The two popular
schemes include uniform sampling of the physical and virtual
domains, respectively.

1) Uniform Sampling of the Physical Domain: The classical
approach adapted in the literature is to quantize the AoA-AoD
domain uniformly [11], [15], [38]. That is, the AoA/AoD
tuple (θrx, θtx) appearing in the array response (5) is uniformly
divided in the angle space ([0, π) × [0, π)) as follows:

Θtx =
{

θ̄tx
i =

(i − 1)π
GBS

∈ [0, π), i = 1, 2, . . . , GBS

}
,

Θrx =
{

θ̄rx
i =

(i − 1)π
GUE

∈ [0, π), i = 1, 2, . . . , GUE

}
. (6)

This procedure causes the terms (cos(θrx), cos(θtx)) appearing
in the array response definition (5) non-uniformly quantized
in the space of ([1,−1) × [1,−1)) leading to the loss of
orthogonality between the discretized virtual channel columns.
The natural extension to preserve orthogonality is to uniformly
discretize the (cos(θrx), cos(θtx)) space instead of (θrx, θtx) as
presented next.

2) Uniform Sampling of the Virtual Domain: In this
approach, the AoA/AoD are taken from a non-uniformly quan-
tized grid such that the (cos(θrx), cos(θtx)) space appearing
in the array response is uniformly quantized [10], [44]. The
authors in [10] show that such grids reduce the coherence of
the redundant dictionary due to preserving orthogonality which
does not hold in the former approach. The grid angles in this
approach follow the inverse cosine function as follows

Θtx

=
{
θ̄tx

i : cos(θ̄tx
i )=1− 2(i − 1)

GBS
∈ [1,−1), i=1, 2, . . . , GBS

}
,

Θrx

=
{
θ̄rx

i : cos(θ̄rx
i )=1− 2(i − 1)

GUE
∈ [1,−1), i=1, 2, . . . , GUE

}
.

(7)

Here and throughout, we refer to the former scheme as
uniform sampling of θ domain and the latter scheme as uniform
sampling of cos(θ) domain. Intuitively, the latter scheme is
suitable for models which has significant MPCs in the antenna
broadside direction. This is because it has more grid points
clustered towards the center which assist to capture the LOS
path and MPCs in the broadside direction for the exact sparse
representation (higher the grids better the approximation).
On the other hand, it might fail to do so for the MPCs that
fall away from the center of the broadside as the grid spacing
increases away from the center. Contrary to this, the former
approach has equal spacing in the physical domain, but as
apparent, it creates non-uniform spacing in the virtual space
which leads to the loss of orthogonality, and in turn increases
in the mutual coherence with the number of grid points. These
subtle insights are pivotal in the development of our algorithms
discussed in Section V. Thus, in our work we adopt both the
schemes and validate them using the numerical results.

B. Sparse Recovery Problem

Collecting all the array responses corresponding to the
angles from the set (Θrx, Θtx), the array response matrices
AUE(Θrx) = [aUE(θ̄rx

1 ), . . . ,aUE(θ̄rx
GUE

)] and ABS(Θtx) =
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[aBS(θ̄tx
1 ), . . . ,aBS(θ̄tx

GBS
)] are formed. Using these array

response matrices, the channel matrix Ht can be represented
by the virtual sparse channel (8) which provides a discretized
approximation of the channel response

Ht = AUEHVtA
H
BS, ∀t ∈ [T ], (8)

where HVt ∈ CGUE×GBS is the sparse virtual matrix containing
the quantized spatial frequencies. Aided by the sparse virtual
representation and vector identity property,2 the MIMO chan-
nel estimation (3) is rewritten as a sparse recovery problem

ỹt,agg = Φt,aggΨhVt + ñt,agg, ∀t ∈ [T ], (9)

where Φt,agg ∈ CMRFNRF×MN and ñt,agg ∈ CMRFNRF×1 are the
combined operation of precoder-combiner and the aggregated
noise vector as defined in (2). The matrix Ψ = (AH

BS⊗AUE) ∈
CMN×GBSGUE is the dictionary matrix, where each column of
Ψ denoted as Ψi contains the vectorized version of the array
response for a specific AoA-AoD grid combination depending
on the scheme employed. hVt ∈ CGUEGBS×1 is the vectorized
form of HVt . The setting in (9) is the classical joint sparse
MMV setup, however, with the time varying sensing matrix.
The hVt , ∀t ∈ [T ] are assumed to be jointly sparse vectors
with the same common support S = supp(hVt) with time-
varying weights.

The conventional CS techniques assume that the virtual
channel hVt is exactly sparse, which is true only when
the AoA-AoD tuples are aligned with discretized spatial
angles which is an ideal on-grid case. However, the physical
AoA-AoD can take any continuous values as defined in
model (4), which may not be aligned with any discretized
spatial angles causing off-the-grid effects. These effects violate
the sparsity assumption, resulting in performance degradation
of CS-based techniques [13], [15]. Next we discuss this
off-grid phenomena and provide an off-grid aware representa-
tion in conjunction with the discretized dictionary.

C. Off-Grid Effect

The source of the off-grid complication is that the true
continuum AoA/AoD tuple (θrx, θtx) may not coincide with
one of the predefined discretized grid points in (Θrx, Θtx) as
defined in (5), but may be perturbed away from these grid
points with unknown perturbation. This implies that the hVt

may not be exactly sparse in the assumed basis Ψ, but in the
unknown basis Ψ̂. Since it is assumed that the total number
of MPCs is KL, there exist KL columns of Ψ that needs to
be updated adaptively. We denote the indices corresponding
to these KL columns as KL. At first, we investigate the
perturbation mechanism for a single MPC. After we see how to
address a single MPC, extending it to accommodate multiple
MPCs is relatively straightforward.

Mathematically, the true AoA θrx
l of the lth MPC and the

perturbation from the nearest grid point can be related as:
θrx

l = θ̄rx
l + δrx

l , where θ̄rx
l is the grid point that is closest to

the true AoA from the set Θrx, and δrx
l is the perturbation

parameter in a bounded AoA space. This bounded space is
dependent on the sampling scheme and the number of grid

2vec(ABC) = (CT ⊗ A)vec(B).

points employed during the creation of a dictionary matrix
which is detailed in Section V. A similar relation holds for
the true AoD and the AoD perturbation as θrx

l = θ̄rx
l + δrx

l .
The unknown basis for the lth MPC can then be related to the
nearest discretized grid and perturbation as follows

Ψ̂l = vec
(
aUE(θrx

l )aBS(θtx
l )H
)

= vec
(
aUE(θ̄rx

l + δrx
l )aBS(θ̄tx

l + δtx
l )H
)
. (10)

The unknown basis for all the KL MPCs can be related
as Ψ̂KL = [Ψ1, . . . , ΨKL ]. If the perturbation parameters
can be found then the degradation due to off-grid can be
reduced significantly. From this perspective, it becomes clear
why capturing the perturbations might be necessary for the
optimal sparse representation of the virtual channel model.
Thus, the key idea is to solve for the perturbations from the
discretized grid points.

V. PARAMETER PERTURBED CHANNEL ESTIMATION

In this section, we propose a novel iterative parameter
perturbed SOMP (PPSOMP) algorithm for the MMV channel
estimation. The proposed algorithm evades the issue arising
from the basis mismatch problem by operating on the contin-
uum AoA-AoD space using the mechanism of the controlled
perturbation in conjunction with a modified simultaneous
OMP (SOMP) framework. The SOMP framework helps to
preserves the low computational complexity which is inherent
for a greedy solver. Finally, we calculate the spatial covari-
ance matrix using the channel estimated using the PPSOMP
solver.

We approach the joint problem (9) in an iterative fashion
within a SOMP framework. The key idea of the PPSOMP
solver is as follows: First, we find one of the pre-defined
grid points which has highest correlation with the residual
measurements and add it to the support set Sk. In so doing,
the second crucial step is to invoke the controlled perturbation
mechanism to find the perturbations in the AoA/AoD domain
for all the points in the support set jointly.

At any iteration k, the measurements yt,agg can be decom-
posed as [14], [15]

ỹt,agg = ỹt,agg⊥ + ỹt,agg‖ , ∀t ∈ [T ], (11)

where ỹt,agg⊥ and ỹt,agg‖ are the orthogonal residual and the
projection of yt,agg onto the span of vectors in the support
set Sk chosen in an iterative fashion. Since the vectors in Sk

are linearly independent, the orthogonal residual in terms of
the measurement yt,agg and the projection of ỹt,agg‖ , for each
snapshot, can be uniquely expressed as

ỹt,agg⊥ = ỹt,agg − Φt,agg

k∑
l=1

αl,ta(θrx
l , θtx

l ), (12)

where a(θrx
l , θtx

l ) = vec(aUE(θrx
l )aBS(θtx

l )H) denotes the vec-
torized version of the array response for the AoA-AoD tuple.
The goal at each iteration is to choose an initial grid point
which minimizes the orthogonal residual as much as possible
and this is achieved by the classical projection operation of
the SOMP algorithm.
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Algorithm 1 Channel Estimation: PPSOMP - Main Solver

Input: ỹt,agg∀t ∈ [T ], Φt,agg∀t ∈ [T ], Ψ, ε
[-2pt] Initialization: ỹt,agg⊥ = ỹt,agg, ∀t ∈ [T ], S0 = {},
e =

∑T
t=1 ||y⊥,t||22, k = 1.

1 while e < ε do
2 j∗ = arg max

j

∑T
t=1 |(Φt,aggΨ)T

j ỹt,agg⊥ |
3 Sk = Sk−1 ∪ (Φt,aggΨ)j�

4 (α, δtx, δrx) = S(yt,agg,Sk)
5 ỹt,agg⊥ = ỹt,agg−Φt,agg

∑k
l=1 αl,ta(θ̄rx

l +δrx
l , θ̄tx

l +δtx
l ),

∀t ∈ [T ]
6 e =

∑T
t=1 ||ỹt,agg⊥ ||22

7 k = k + 1
8 end

Output: ht =
∑k

l=1 αi,ta(θ̄rx
l + δrx

l , θ̄tx
l + δtx

l ), ∀t ∈ [T ]

A. Finding Initial Grid Points

In the standard SOMP algorithm [45], the projection step
selects a column vector of the sensing matrix that has the
largest correlation with the current residual. However, this
cannot be directly applied to our system model due to the
time-varying sensing matrix. Thus, to adapt to the time-varying
system model we modify the projection step as j∗ =
arg max

j

∑T
t=1 |(Φt,aggΨ)T

j ỹt,agg⊥ | as shown in Algorithm 1;

where j ∈ [GBSGUE] represents the jth column index of the
matrix (Φt,aggΨ). A similar escape path is adopted in [25].

The first implication is that the index j� chosen by the
projection step indicates the discretized point most corre-
lated to the true AoA-AoD tuple among all the possible
discretized AoA/AoD tuple. Intuitively, this step provides the
initial grid points (θ̄rx

l , θ̄tx
l ) from the predefined discretized

set (Θrx, Θtx). The second implication is that this allows one
to bound the search space for the perturbations (δrx

l , δtx
l ).

Rather than searching the entire space, the search space for
(δrx

l , δtx
l ) can be reduced to the grid area of the selected grid

point.
For the uniform sampling of θ scheme, the discretized space

is uniform thus the search space for the perturbations can be
bounded within |δrx

l | ≤ Δrx

2 . Where Δrx = π/GBS is the grid
resolution. Similarly, |δtx

l | ≤ Δtx

2 . For the uniform sampling
of cos(θ) scheme, the bounded space for perturbations is
non-uniform and is dependent on the chosen initial grid point.
This is because of the non-uniform sampling of the physical
domain. The lower and upper bound for the perturbation in the
AoD space can then be related as Δtx

LB = (θ̄tx
l − θ̄tx

l−1)/2 and
Δtx

UB = (θ̄tx
l+1 − θ̄tx

l )/2, where θ̄tx
l−1 and θ̄tx

l+1 are the adjacent
grid points for the chosen initial grid point, respectively.

Similarly, Δrx
LB and Δrx

UB for the AoA space. The steps of the
proposed PPSOMP are detailed in Algorithm 1.

B. Finding Perturbations via Perturbation Solver S

For a noiseless condition and under no basis mismatch,
the yt,agg⊥ would go to zero after KL iterations for recovering
a KL-sparse vector. However, for off-grid targets and noisy
environment, the goal is to reduce the residual term as small
as possible and this can be achieved by solving the following
joint optimization problem

min
{αl,t,δrx

l ,δtx
i }

T∑
t=1

||ỹt,agg−Φt,agg

k∑
l=1

αl,ta(θ̄rx
l + δrx

l , θ̄tx
l + δtx

l )||22,

s.t. Δtx
LB ≤ δtx

l ≤ Δtx
UB, Δrx

LB ≤ δrx
l ≤ Δrx

UB, ∀l ∈ [k].
(13)

The optimization problem (13) returns the solutions for pertur-
bation parameters {δrx

l , δtx
l }, ∀l ∈ [k] and the weights αl,t, ∀l ∈

[l], ∀t ∈ [T ] which is denoted as (α, δrx, δtx). This procedure
is detailed in Algorithm 11. At the kth iteration, starting from
the initial grid points provided by the Algorithm 1, the AoA-
AoD parameters for all the k MPCs will be jointly updated
within their respective grid regions towards the direction that
reduces the sum of residual norms the most.

The AoA/AoD parameters are perturbed as θtx
l,p = θ̄tx

l +
δtx
l,p, ∀l ∈ [k] and θtx

l,p = θ̄tx
l + δtx

l,p, ∀l ∈ [k], respec-
tively, where p is the perturbation index. At each perturbed
point, the weights αt and the perturbations will be updated
sequentially in an alternating fashion as shown below

αt,p =
[
a(θrx

1,p, θ
tx
1,p), . . . ,a(θrx

k,p, θtx
k,p)
]†

ỹt,agg,

θrx
l,p+1=max {θ̄rx

l −Δrx
LB, min{θ̄rx

l +Δrx
UB, θrx

l,p+μpR{Brx
(l,:)rp}}},

∀l ∈ [k],
θtx

l,p+1=max {θ̄tx
l −Δtx

LB, min{θ̄tx
l +Δtx

UB, θtx
l,p+μpR{Btx

(l,:)rp}}},
∀l ∈ [k], (14)

where μp is the step size at the pth iteration, rp =
∑T

t=1 rt,p

is the residual update during the pth iteration. Note that the
bounding of θrx

l,p+1 and θtx
l,p+1 by the max and min terms at

each iteration is essentially the same as bounding the pertur-
bation parameters within the perturbation space. The matrices
Brx ∈ Ck×MRFNRF and Btx ∈ Ck×MRFNRF holds the weighted
partial derivatives with respect to the AoA and AoD, respec-
tively, at the pth iteration of the parameter point and is
mathematically represented as

At this point, some remarks on Algorithm 1 and
Algorithm 11 are in order

Remark 1: The PPSOMP main solver in Algorithm 1 is
generalized for the MMV setup and reduces to the PPOMP

Brx =

[(
T∑

t=1

α1,tΦt,agg
∂a(θrx

1 , θtx
1 )

∂θrx
1

)
, . . . ,

(
T∑

t=1

αk,tΦt,agg
∂a(θrx

k , θtx
k )

∂θrx
k

)]H

,

Btx =

[(
T∑

t=1

α1,tΦt,agg
∂a(θrx

1 , θtx
1 )

∂θtx
1

)
, . . . ,

(
T∑

t=1

αk,tΦt,agg
∂a(θtx

k , θtx
k )

∂θtx
k

)]H

(15)
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Algorithm 2 Perturbation Solver S

Input: ỹt,agg∀t ∈ [T ], Φt,agg∀t ∈ [T ]
Initialization: p = 1, Initial Grid points:
θrx

l,p = θ̄rx
l ; ∀l ∈ [k], θtx

l,p = θ̄tx
l ; ∀l ∈ [k]

1 while (Until the stopping criterion is met) do
2 Ψl = a(θrx

l,p, θ
tx
l,p), ∀l ∈ [k]

3 αl,t = (Φt,aggΨl)† ỹt,agg, ∀l ∈ [k], ∀t ∈ [T ]
4 rt,p = ỹt,agg − Φt,aggΨ1,kαt

5 rp =
∑T

t=1 rt,p

6 Update Brx
p and Btx

p as in (15)
7 θrx

l,p+1=max{θ̄rx
l −Δrx

LB, min{θ̄rx
l

+Δrx
UB, θrx

l,p+μpR{Brx
p rp}}}, ∀l ∈ [k]

8 θtx
l,p+1=max{θ̄tx

l −Δtx
LB, min{θ̄tx

l

+Δtx
UB, θtx

l,p+μpR{Btx
p rp}}}, ∀l ∈ [k]

9 δrx
l = θrx

l,p+1 − θrx
l,p ∀l ∈ [k];

δtx
l = θtx

l,p+1 − θtx
l,p ∀l ∈ [k]

10 p = p + 1
11 end

Output: α = [α1,t, . . . αk,t], δrx = [δrx
1 , . . . , δrx

k ],
δtx = [δtx

1 , . . . , δtx
k ]

SMV work [15] when T = 1. The step 2 in Algorithm 1 is
the greedy projection/selection step which chooses the initial
grid points for the perturbation solver in Algorithm 11. The
remaining steps are self explanatory and are repeated until the
stopping criterion is met. The critical advantage of Algorithm 1
is that it preserves the low-complexity of the greedy approach
and provides the initial grid points for each MPC in an iterative
fashion.

Remark 2: The Perturbation solver S in Algorithm 2 uses
gradient based updates to jointly find the perturbation para-
meters (δrx, δtx) and α of the MPCs that reduces the residual
the most. This is detailed in Algorithm 11. The AoA/AoD
parameters are jointly updated within their respective grid
region and is made sure not to cross the upper and lower bound
of the grid points (steps 7 and 8). Further, it is important to
note that the perturbations solved by Algorithm 11 is valid
only if Algorithm 1 finds the correct support set.

Remark 3: The convergence of the perturbation solver S

depends on the choice of μp and can further be improved
by using acceleration schemes based on conjugate gradient
methods [46], Newton and Quasi-Newton methods [47], [48]
and so on. However, in this work, we restrict our discussion
to the gradient descent scheme.

The channel estimates ht, ∀t ∈ [T ] obtained from the
PPSOMP algorithm allows us to calculate the channel covari-
ance matrix R̂h = E(ĥtĥH

t ). As apparent, the quality of this
indirect covariance estimate scheme depends on the quality of
channel estimates obtained across all the snapshots. As stated
before, when the channel estimates are not required then one
can explicitly estimate the covariance matrix directly. This
scheme is presented up next.

VI. PARAMETER PERTURBED COVARIANCE ESTIMATION

The covariance matrix Rh can be explicitly estimated as
opposed to the indirect approach presented in the previous

section. This can be made possible by relating the channel
covariance Rh = E(hthH

t ) and the covariance of the measure-
ments Ry = E(ỹt,aggỹH

t,agg). However, due to the time-varying
sensing matrices Φt,agg the covariance matrix Rh cannot be
explicitly written as a function of the covariance of mea-
surement Ry but can only be related via the per snapshot
covariance matrix as follows:

Rỹt,agg = ỹt,aggỹH
t,agg, t ∈ [T ],

Rỹt,agg = Φt,aggRhtΦ
H
t,agg + Nt,agg + Zt,agg, t ∈ [T ], (16)

where Rỹt,agg is the per snapshot covariance matrix of the
measurements ỹt,agg. The per snapshot channel covariance
Rht is defined as hthH

t . Note that it does not include the
expectation operator because it is the covariance for the
time-instant t and is not averaged over different snapshots.
The matrix Nt,agg = ñt,aggñH

t,agg and Zt = 2Φt,agghtñH
t,agg

are the per snapshot noise and zero mean signal-noise cross
terms, respectively. The zero mean is due to the fact that the
AWGN noise and the ht are assumed to be independent with
zero mean, respectively. Hereafter, the combined effect of the
noise and the signal-noise term is denoted as Et,agg. Note
that by construction, all the covariance matrices are inherently
Hermitian in nature. Finally, the channel covariance can be
obtained as Rh = 1

T

∑T
t=1 Rht .

With the above notations and the aid of virtual channel rep-
resentation, the formulation in (16) can be rewritten linearly as

Rỹt,agg = Φt,aggΨRhvt
ΨHΦH

t,agg + Et,agg, ∀t ∈ [T ], (17)

where Rhvt
are the sparse Hermitian matrices sharing

the same support set across all the snapshots. The goal
now would be to recover per snapshot virtual covariance
matrix Rhvt

, ∀t ∈ [T ] using per snapshot covariance matrix
of the measurements Rŷt,agg , ∀t ∈ [T ]. Upon obtaining the
R̂hvt

, ∀t ∈ [T ] the original channel covariance matrix R̂h

can then be obtained by the following relation: R̂h =
Ψ
(

1
T

∑T
t=1 R̂hvt

)
ΨH. Note that the sparse virtual covari-

ance matrix estimation problem in (17) can be reduced to
MMV vector type recovery by using the vector identity prop-
erty similar to the previous approach. However, this vectorized
approach would fail to exploit the inherent Hermitian structure
of the covariance matrix which can be exploited further to
improve the covariance estimation performance. A similar
approach is adopted in [25] which formulates the sparse
covariance estimation as the following optimization problem

min
{Rhvt

}
1
T

T∑
t=1

||Rŷt,agg − Φt,aggΨRhvt
ΨH

t,aggΦ
H||22,

s.t. ||Rhvt
||lattice,0 ≤ KL, (18)

where ||Rhvt
||lattice,0 = |∪i supp([Rhvt

]:,i) ∪jsupp([Rhvt
]j,:)|.

The above formulation results in disadvantages of twofold:
Firstly, in practice, it is difficult to know the total number
of MPCs (KL) apriori. Even with the exact knowledge of
KL, the number of non-zero components in the Rhvt

cannot
be KL because of the basis-mismatch problem. To solve the
above mentioned optimization problem, we adopt a similar
approach as PPSOMP algorithm with controlled perturbation
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mechanism which we refer as Parameter Perturbed Covari-
ance OMP (PPCOMP). The PPCSOMP peculiarity lies in
considering the covariance space and is designed to exploit
the Hermitian property of a covariance, where the diagonal
entries (real) are representative of the common MMV support
and the off-diagonal are complex conjugates. This structure
helps in reducing the number of operations which will become
clear shortly.

To adapt the perturbation mechanism to the covari-
ance estimation problem, we rewrite the objective func-
tion in (18) in terms of the perturbation parameters as
shown in (19), at the bottom of this page, where Rht =
hthH

t =
∑KL

l

∑KL

q Γl,q,tAres([θrx
l , θtx

l ], [θrx
q , θtx

q ]), and
Γl,q,t = αl,tα

∗
q,t is the cross term gain between the lth and qth

MPCs at the tth snapshot. Further, Ares([θrx
l , θtx

l ], [θrx
q , θtx

q ]) =
ares(θrx

l , θtx
l )ares(θrx

q , θtx
q )H with θrx

l = θ̄rx
l + δrx

l and θrx
i =

θ̄tx
l +δtx

l . Note that (19) is the reformulation of (18) in terms of
Rht . However, replacing the definition of Rht is pivotal for
the development of PPCOMP solver which follows up next.

Similar to previous section, we solve the optimization
problem in (18) in a greedy fashion, where we split the
problem into finding the initial grid points for each MPC
and perturbing the MPCs. The initial grid points are provided
in an iterative manner by the projection step in the main
solver in Algorithm 3. The notable change in the projection
step compared to the PPSOMP is the use of quadratic forms
instead of the linear forms to accommodate the measurement
covariance [25] as shown in Algorithm 3.

At each iteration k, provided the initial grid points, the opti-
mization problem in (19) reduces to solving jointly for the
k perturbed parameters of the MPCs AoA-AoD and the
cross-term gains Γl,q,t, ∀l ∈ [k], ∀q ∈ [k], ∀t ∈ [T ] as defined
in (19). The procedure to obtain these steps are detailed in
Algorithm 4. At this point, some remark on Algorithm 4 are
in order

Remark 4: Due to the Hermitian structure, the cross-terms
Γl,q,t, ∀l ∈ [k], ∀q ∈ [k], ∀t ∈ [T ] are only evaluated for q ≥ l
terms (step 3). The terms Γl,q,t, q < l = ΓH

l,q,t, thus saving the
computational complexity exploiting the inherent Hermitian
property of the covariance matrix.

Remark 5: At each iteration k, the AoA-AoD parameters
are perturbed within their grid regions towards the direction
that reduces the norm of the residual measurement covariance
the most (step 8 in Algorithm 4). At the pth perturbation
iteration, the AoA/AoD parameters are perturbed as θtx

l,p =
θ̄tx

l +δtx
l,p and θtx

l,p = θ̄tx
l +δtx

l,p, where p is the perturbation index.
At each perturbed point, the weights Γ and the perturbations

will be updated sequentially in an alternating fashion as
shown in steps 2 through 5 of Algorithm 4. The matrices
Brx ∈ Ck×(MRFNRF)

2
and Btx ∈ Ck×(MRFNRF)

2
holding the

weighted partial derivatives with respect to the AoA and AoD,

Algorithm 3 Covariance Estimation: PPCOMP - Main
Solver

Input: ỹt,agg, ∀t ∈ [T ], Φt,agg, ∀t ∈ [T ], ε
Initialization: Rỹt,agg⊥ = Rỹt,agg S0 = {},

e =
∑T

t=1 ||Rỹt,agg⊥ ||2F , k = 1.
1 while e < ε do
2 j� = argmax

j

∑T
t=1 |(Φt,aggΨ)H

j Rỹt,agg⊥ (Φt,aggΨ)j |
3 Sk = Sk−1 ∪ j�

4 (Γ, δrx, δrx) = S(Rỹt,agg ,Sk)
5 Rỹt,agg⊥ = Rỹt,agg −�k

l,q=1 Γl,q,tΦt,aggAres([θ̄rx
l +δrx

l ,θ̄tx
l +δtx

l ],[θ̄rx
q +δrx

q ,θ̂tx
q +δrx

q ])ΦH
t,agg

6 e =
∑T

t=1 ||Ryt,agg⊥ ||2F
7 k = k + 1
8 end

Output: Rht=
∑k

l,q=1Γl,q,tAres([θ̄rx
l +δrx

l , θ̄tx
l + δtx

l ],
[θ̄rx

q + δrx
q , θ̂tx

q + δrx
q ])

respectively, are mathematically defined as follows:

brx
l

=

[(
T∑

t=1

k∑
q=1

Γl,q,t

)
vec

(
Φt,agg

∂Ares([θrx
l , θtx

l ], [θrx
q , θtx

q ])
∂θrx

1

ΦH
t,agg

)]
,

btx
l

=

[(
T∑

t=1

k∑
q=1

Γl,q,t

)
vec

(
Φt,agg

∂Ares([θrx
l , θtx

l ], [θrx
q , θtx

q ])
∂θtx

1

ΦH
t,agg

)]
,

Brx

= [brx
1 , . . . ,brx

k ] , Btx =
[
btx

1 , . . . ,btx
k

]
.

VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we demonstrate the efficacy of our proposed
methods using Monte Carlo simulations. We consider an
mmWave MIMO network with M = 32 and N = 16 antennas
at the BS and UE, respectively. We assume that the BS is
equipped with MRF = 10, while NRF ranges in between
2 to 5. The choice is based on the studies [49], [50], which
show that the HADB structure requires 128 antennas and only
10 RF chains to achieve the same sum-rate with a conventional
MIMO system that serves 10 users with 100 antennas and
100 RF chains.

The channel is assumed to be containing a total of 8
MPCs similar to the setup from [25]. Unlike [25], we follow
the clustering model with the number of clusters K = 4 as
in [43] and the number of MPCs per each cluster L = 2.
In particular, the AoA-AoD tuple are not assumed to be on
the distinct grid points, but they can take any continuous
value in their domain. More specifically, the AoA/AoD centers

min
{Γl,q,t,δrx

l ,δtx
l }

1
T

T∑
t=1

||Rỹt,agg −
KL∑
l=1

KL∑
q=1

Γl,q,tΨt,aggAres([θrx
l , θtx

l ], [θrx
q , θtx

q ])ΨH
t,agg||2F , (19)
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Algorithm 4 Covariance Estimation: PPCOMP - Pertur-
bation Solver
Input: Φt,agg, ∀t ∈ [T ], Rỹt,agg , ∀t ∈ [T ], p = 1

Initial Grid points: θrx
l,p = θrx

l , ∀l ∈ [k],
θtx

l,p = θtx
l , ∀l ∈ [k]

1 while (Until the stopping criterion is met) do
2 for l do
3 for q ≥ l do
4 Γl,q,t = (Φt,aggares(θrx

l , θtx
l ))†Rỹt,agg(

(Φt,aggares(θrx
q , θtx

q ))†
)H

5 end
6 end
7 Γl,q,t = Γ∗

q,l,t, ∀q < l

8 Rỹt,agg⊥,p = Rỹt,agg −
Ψt,agg

∑k
l=1

∑k
q=1 Γl,q,tAres([θrx

l , θtx
l ], [θrx

q , θtx
q ]),

∀t ∈ [T ]
9 Rp =

∑T
t=1 Rỹt,agg⊥,p

10 Update Brx and Btx as in (19)
11 θrx

l,p+1=max{θ̄rx
l − Δrx

LB, min{θ̄rx
l +Δrx

UB, θrx
l,p

+μpR{Brx
(l,:)vec(Rp)}}}

12 θtx
l,p+1=max{θ̄tx

l − Δtx
LB, min{θ̄tx

l +Δtx
UB, θtx

l,p

+μpR{Btx
(l,:)vec(Rp)}}}

13 δrx
l = θrx

l,p+1 − θrx
l,p ∀l ∈ [k];

δtx
l = θtx

l,p+1 − θtx
l,p ∀l ∈ [k]p = p + 1

14 end
Output: Γ = [Γ1,1, . . . , Γk,k], δtx = [δtx

1 , . . . , δtx
k ],

δrx = [δrx
1 , . . . , δrx

k ]

θrx
k and θtx

k are chosen randomly in the interval of [0, π].
The AoA-AoD angular dispersion is fixed as σAoA

AS = σAoD
AS =

20◦ [42]. The complex gain αk,l,t and the noise vector nt,s are
modeled as i.i.d random variables with the complex Gaussian
distribution, αk,l,t and nt,s ∼ CN (0, σ2

nIN ), respectively.
Further, the number of grid points for both the AoA/AoD
space are chosen to be GBS = GUE = 16 and the stopping
criterion parameter ε is chosen to be 10−2.

We compare the performance of our proposed algorithms
against the benchmark algorithms dynamic SOMP (DSOMP)
and covariance OMP (COMP) proposed in [25]. All the
results presented in this section unless mentioned otherwise are
obtained with the above mentioned setting and are averaged
over 100 independent trials.

A. Performance Evaluation Metrics

In the following sections, we evaluate the performance
of the proposed algorithms based on two important metrics.
The channel estimation algorithms are evaluated based on the
normalized mean square error (NMSE) metric, defined as =
E

( ||H−Ĥ||2F
||H||2F

)
which we denote as NMSE-H. The covariance

estimation algorithms are mainly evaluated based on the rela-
tive efficiency metric as adopted in [7], [32], which is defined

as η =
Tr
�
UH

R̂h
RhUR̂h

�

Tr
�
UH

Rh
RhURh

� ∈ [0, 1]. Here Rh and R̂h are the true

covariance and the estimated covariance matrix, respectively,
while, URH and UR̂H

are the matrices containing the singu-
lar vectors corresponding to the singular values of the true

Fig. 2. Comparison of channel estimation error reconstruction performance
versus the number of snapshots (MRFNRF = {20, 30, 40, 50}, SNR = 10 dB,
and uniform sampling of cos(θ) domain).

covariance and estimated covariance matrices, respectively.
Intuitively, 1−η denotes the fraction of signal power lost due to
the mismatch between the optimal beamformer and its estimate
[32]. Thus, higher the η, better are the obtained estimates. We
also show the NMSE between the true covariance matrix and
estimated covariance as adopted in [6]. The NMSE-Covariance

(NMSE-C) is defined as E

( ||R̂h−Rh||2F
||Rh||2F

)
.

B. Channel Estimation: Performance of PPSOMP

Fig. 2 compares the performance of channel estimation
algorithms in terms of the NMSE-H for four different levels
of measurement numbers MRFNRF = 20, 30, 40, and 50 at
an SNR of 10 dB. At low measurement regime (MRFNRF

= 20 and 30), the DSOMP performs worse with NMSE-H
increasing with the number of snapshots. This performance
degradation is exacerbated with number of snapshots as it
picks the wrong support and the error gets accumulated
with the increase in the number of snapshots. The possible
explanation is that the number of measurements on average is
lesser than the sparsity level in the virtual channel representa-
tion. However, this trend disappears for the DSOMP beyond
MRFNRF = 40 implying the number of measurements are
adequate. The proposed PPSOMP performance is better than
the DSOMP algorithms at all tested cases. In low measurement
regime, the proposed approach gives lower NMSE-H results
with increasing number of snapshots, while at higher number
of snapshots the achieved NMSE-H at a single snapshot is
consistent for increased number of snapshots as well.

We also evaluated achievable spectral efficiency
(ASE), which we define as a metric to investigate
the effect of NMSE-H on the MIMO performance,
as Et

(
log2(|I + HtH

H
t

MN(σ2
n+NMSE-H) |)

)
in bits/sec/Hz. However,

due to space constraint we omit its result. We noticed
that at low-medium SNR levels, the ASE results obtained
from the PPSOMP method is comparable to that of the
DSOMP method. However, beyond medium SNR levels,
the performance of the PPSOMP method is better than that
of the DSOMP method. A similar trend is observed in [51].
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Fig. 3. Comparison of relative efficiency between different methods versus
the number of snapshots (MRFNRF = 30, SNR = 10 dB, and uniform
sampling of cos(θ) domain).

C. Performance of Different Covariance
Estimation Algorithms

Fig. 3 compares the performance of different covariance
estimation algorithms in terms of relative efficiency η
with MRFNRF = 30 and SNR = 10 dB. It can be seen
that the parameter perturbed algorithms PPCOMP and
PPSOMP outperforms DCOMP and DSOMP, respectively.
The performance improvement of PPCOMP and PPSOMP
is due to the fact that it is better equipped to capture
the off-grid by means of controlled perturbed mechanism,
whereas the DCOMP and DSOMP fails to do so. It is also
observed that parameter perturbed algorithms reach their
peak performance at a smaller number of snapshots, which
reduces the estimation time for fast changing environments
in mmWave applications. On the other hand, the counterpart
algorithms require relatively more snapshots to reach its peak
performance which is lower than the perturbed versions.
Among the perturbed algorithms, the PPCOMP performs
relatively better than the PPSOMP as it is more robust to
variations to the channel dynamics as compared to estimation
of the instantaneous channel coefficients [8].

Fig. 4 shows the performance of different covariance
algorithms in terms of NMSE-C for the same simulation
parameters. A similar trend, where the perturbed algorithms
PPCOMP and PPSOMP outperforms other algorithms is also
observed for the NMSE-C metric. Here onwards, we restrict
our discussion to the PPCOMP and its counterpart DCOMP
algorithm for evaluating the covariance algorithm performance
since they outperform the SOMP based techniques.

D. Impact of Employed Sampling Scheme

As previously indicated, the sampling scheme employed
significantly influences the performance of the sparse recovery
techniques. Fig. 5 illustrates the impact of two sampling
schemes discussed in Section IV-A on the performance of
η and NMSE-C. The performance is evaluated only for the
perturbed algorithms which are shown to be superior in terms
of performance compared to the non-perturbed algorithms as

Fig. 4. Comparison of NMSE-C between different methods versus the
number of snapshots (MRFNRF = 30, SNR = 10 dB, and uniform sampling
of cos(θ) domain).

established in the previous subsection. From Fig. 5, it can be
seen that employing uniform sampling of the virtual domain
rather than the classical approach of uniform sampling of the
physical domain improves the performance of the covariance
estimation. This can be attributed to the fact that the former
scheme reduces the mutual coherence between the discretized
points which in turn helps to find the better initial grid
points for the class of perturbed algorithms. Other presented
results employs uniform sampling of cos(θ) domain due to its
increased performance.

E. Effect of Discretization Level

In this subsection, we investigate the effect of number of
grid points on the algorithms performance. For this purpose,
we use the PPCOMP algorithm with GBS = GUE = 16 as
the benchmark case and evaluate the performance of DCOMP
algorithm with increasing number of grid points. The number
of measurements was fixed to MRFNRF = 30, SNR = 10 dB,
and uniform sampling of cos(θ) domain. It can be observed
from Fig. 6 that increasing the number of grid points (the
level of discretization ) can increase the performance of the
DCOMP algorithm as it reduces the error caused due to
the basis mismatch. Even though increasing the number of
grid points has a positive effect, it also has negative effects.
As noted before, it increases the mutual correlation of the
dictionary matrix and also leads to the undesirable increase
in the computational complexity. To conclude, rather than
using DSOMP/DCOMP over a larger and denser dictionary,
it is advisable to use PPPOMP over a much smaller size
dictionary [14].

F. Effect of Different SNR Levels

To investigate the effect of different SNR levels, we vary
the SNR range from -10 dB to 25 dB and evaluate the
performance of the DCOMP and PPCOMP algorithms at
3 different snapshots level (T = 1, 10, and 40). For
this simulation, the number of measurements are fixed to
MRFNRF = 30 with uniform sampling of cos(θ) domain.
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Fig. 5. Relative efficiency (a) and NMSE-C (b) performance based on the
sampling scheme employed (MRFNRF = 30 and SNR = 10 dB).

As seen in Fig. 7, at lower SNR regime (in the range of -10 to
0 dB), the performance of PPCOMP and DCOMP are almost
comparable as both algorithms have lower efficiency levels
due to not able to find the correct support. However, beyond
medium SNR levels (beyond 5 dB), the PPCOMP exhibits
increased efficiency compared to DCOMP at the same snap-
shot level. The PPCOMP even performs at higher efficiency
with 10 snapshot compared to DCOMP with 40 snapshots for
5dB or higher SNR levels. Even PPCOMP with 1 snapshot
performs nearly as DCOMP with 10 snapshots. In summary,
for high enough SNRs, the proposed technique allows similar
performance with lower number of snapshots.

G. Dependence on the Number of Measurements

Like the number snapshots, the number of measurements
(RF chains) also significantly influences the performance
of covariance estimation algorithms. Fig. 8 investigates the
impact of measurements (MRFNRF = 20, 30, and 40) on the

Fig. 6. Impact of the grid size employed on the relative efficiency (MRFNRF
= 30, SNR = 10 dB, and uniform sampling of cos(θ) domain).

Fig. 7. Comparison of relative efficiency of PPCOMP and DCOMP at
different SNR level (MRFNRF = 30, and uniform sampling of cos(θ)
domain).

relative efficiency metric as a function of the number of snap-
shots. Fig. 8 suggests a trade off between measurements and
snapshots. The general trend is that with smaller number of
measurements, the algorithms require more snapshots to reach
their peak performance. While for even increased number of
snapshots DCOMP efficiency converges to different levels,
PPCOMP is able to provide a higher efficiency levels for all
tested measurement number cases with increasing number of
snapshots. thereby a lesser number of measurements and snap-
shots are required for covariance estimation using PPCOMP.

H. Dependence on the Number of Antennas

Fig. 9 illustrates the effect of varying the number of
antennas at the BS and UE with the RF chains fixed in the
system. As evident, the relative efficiency metric degrades
with decrease in the number of antennas at the BS and UE.
This degradation is severe for the DCOMP algorithm. On the
other hand, the PPCOMP still maintains the superiority with a
significant difference in the performance due to the controlled
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Fig. 8. Relative efficiency performance with different measurements (SNR
= 10 dB and uniform sampling of cos(θ) domain).

Fig. 9. Relative efficiency dependence on the number of antennas for the
PPCOMP and DCOMP algorithms with the number of measurement (RF
chains) fixed to MRFNRF = 30, SNR = 10 dB, and uniform sampling of
cos(θ) domain.

perturbation scheme which evades the off-grid effects and
improves the overall performance significantly requiring lesser
snapshots and measurements.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we study the channel estimation and covari-
ance estimation problems for MIMO mmWave network setup
considering the off-grid effects. We propose the PPSOMP and
PPCOMP algorithms for the explicit channel estimation and
covariance estimation, respectively. The proposed algorithms
evade the issue arising from the basis mismatch problems
by operating on the continuum AoA-AoD space using the
mechanism of the controlled perturbation in conjunction with
a modified SOMP framework. The modified SOMP framework
helps to preserve the low computational complexity which
is inherent for a greedy solver. On the other hand, the con-
trolled perturbation mechanism jointly solves for the off-grid
parameters and weights. Simulation results demonstrate the
superiority of our proposed methods, and outperforms the

existing techniques both in terms of the relative efficiency
metric and reconstruction error. In the future work, we would
consider the wideband channel model along with the temporal
correlation of the channel which can further be utilized to
enhance the channel and covariance estimation accuracy.
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